1. Position the factory applied nailing fin / drip cap upright for installation as shown in illustration 1. See illustration 2 for units with factory applied casing.

2. **DO NOT APPLY THE NAILING FIN CORNER GASKETS AT THIS TIME.** Install the unit into rough opening following the respective installation instructions.

3. **After** the unit has been permanently secured, apply nailing fin gaskets to each corner or joint in the nailing fin as shown in illustration 1.
4. Position gasket under the flexible leg on head jamb nailing fin at side jamb / sill joint and press in place. Use either a straight or 90 degree gasket depending upon your specific application to bridge the two nailing fin surfaces on each side.

**IMPORTANT:** Clad nailing fin is not designed to be a weatherproof flashing.

**Optional Clad Casing Application**

4. Position gasket under the flexible leg on head jamb nailing fin at side jamb / sill joint and press in place. Use either a straight or 90 degree gasket depending upon your specific application to bridge the two nailing fin surfaces on each side.

**IMPORTANT:** Clad nailing fin is not designed to be a weatherproof flashing.